NEW YORK DIVERS TO SEEK THE F-4

Sent to Honolulu from Brooklyn—Trial of Bell Successful.

Washington, March 16—A new F-4 fighter plane has been delivered to the Pacific fleet, and the crew of the plane, including Lieutenants Alfred E. Eddleman and John J. Mullaney, is on its way to Honolulu for a test flight. The plane is expected to be in operation within the next few weeks.

The plane is a twin-engine, single-seat, all-metal fighter, designed for high-speed combat. It is equipped with a 20-millimeter cannon and a 50-caliber machine gun. The plane is capable of reaching speeds of up to 600 miles per hour.

70 SCULPTORS SEEK CLAY WAR LAURELS

Women Enter a Contest

Held by Grand Jury. Through the Owner of Jewels Refused to Prosecute.

Proving guilty in maintaining an illegal "owe-you" or "owe-them" for the several years has come the hard decision of the judge in the case of a well-known sculptor who is one of the highest officials of the state. A settlement has been made in the case, and the sculptor has agreed to pay a sum of $5,000 in order to settle the lawsuit.

MANETTES: FOR MEN WHO KNOW

In a variety of styles bound to include your preference. We are quick to show the new ideas—slowest to abandon the old that are worth while.

Spring boots and oxfords with fancy tops are here at $4 to $6—and every other style that men like and stick to, at prices from $3 to $7.

Radnor

The New Summer ARROW COLLAR

A collar cut to fit the neck and the prevailing fashion in big, loose, cutaway. A marly, good fitting, good looking collar.